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442m

Source: 1 Pinterest, Global analysis, Q1 2020 2 Pinterest, Global analysis, September 2020

Global Monthly Active Users1
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The home
of inspiration
Pinterest is the home of inspiration and our mission
has always been to bring everyone the inspiration
to create a life they love. More than ever, people
are looking for ideas that help them do just that.

37%
YoY growth in
monthly active users2

Source: 1 Comscore, US, April 2020 2 Pinterest Ads Manager, US, Sept 2020 3 GfK, US, Pinterest Path to Purchase Study among Weekly Pinners who use Pinterest in the Category, Nov 2018
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Inspire dining
decisions on Pinterest
Pinterest is one of the largest food destinations on
the internet. People use Pinterest to find food and
drink ideas and solutions for all occasions - from
everyday meals to casual get-togethers with friends
to special holiday events. Sometimes they are looking
for recipes, but often they are simply looking
for ideas on where to eat next.

80%

70m+

Pinners have visited a quick-service, coffee
or casual dining restaurant, or used one for
take-out or delivery in the last 30 days1

Pinners engage
with food + drink
content monthly2

76%
of weekly restaurant Pinners use
Pinterest when actively considering
what to purchase from restaurants
but are undecided.2

Off-premises is
a growing behavior
Pinners were already active off-premise
diners before the pandemic. In fact, they were
interested in ways to purchase menu items
seamlessly from Pinterest and that behavior has
only accelerated over the past year.
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Source: 1 Global Web Index (GWI), US, Coronavirus Study, May 2020 2 GfK, US, Pinterest Path to Purchase Study among Weekly Pinners who use Pinterest in the Category, Nov 2018

Percentage of weekly Pinners
interested in the ability
to click on a Pin and go
directly to a site to...
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23%

65%
order take-out2

61%
order delivery2

58%
download a restaurant app2

Of weekly Pinners say they
will use delivery apps more
frequently post-Covid,
more than twice as many
as non-Pinners1

Source: ComScore, US, Dec 2019 2Gen Z is 18-24

Pinterest reaches your most important audiences
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40%
Millennial Men1

1 in 2

Millennials1 and Gen Z2

3 in 4

Millennial Women1

60%
of Parents1

GfK, US, Pinterest Path to Purchase Study among Weekly Pinners who use Pinterest in the Category, Nov 2018
2

Source: 1 TalkShoppe, US, Emotions, Attitudes & Usage Study, September 2018;
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It pays to be positive
People go to Pinterest to feel positive. And that
positivity leads to trust and drives action. They
want to see content from brands on Pinterest.
That’s because ads enhance their experience
and provide actionable solutions that turn
inspiration into reality.

2x

Pinners are twice as likely to say they can
find a brand they can trust on Pinterest vs.
people on other social media platforms1

2 in 3

weekly restaurant Pinners find
content from restaurants brands
on Pinterest useful2

70%
of weekly restaurant Pinners made a
purchase based on seeing content from
restaurant brands on Pinterest 2

Planning &
Activation Strategies
Tailor your off-premises campaigns using
the strategic recommendations and best
practices on the following slides.*

*These best practices are recommendations for campaign design, available
insights and measurement solutions, and results are not guaranteed.
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Delivery: In-House
Help grow off-premises revenue through first
party delivery
Increase online or in-app delivery sales for your restaurant’s in-house solution.

Strategy
• Awareness: 70m monthly Pinners are looking for their next beverage or meal.
Let them know that you offer delivery.
• Traffic: Encourage menu exploration through a CPC-focused campaign.
• Sales: Make it easy for Pinners by calling out delivery as an option and
providing an offer when available.

Audience Targeting
• Gain efficiencies with Pinterest first-party interests and keyword targeting.
• Drive deeper consideration by retargeting high value prospect customers
through the Pinterest Tag.

Source: 120|20 research, US, Restaurant moments on Pinterest, January 2019

• Re-engage existing customers, and generate more frequent sales by targeting
CRM lists. Create look-alike and act-alike models to expand audience reach.
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Tracking and Measurement
8
Please reach out to your Pinterest sales partner to discuss the best measurement
solution for your campaign.

38%

of Pinners say they’ve ordered
from a delivery site after browsing
Pinterest for meal ideas1

Delivery: Third-Party Services
Help generate incremental sales through
third-party delivery
Create awareness of delivery availability through third-party service aggregators
to build sales and increase brand value.

+47%

Strategy
• Awareness: Communicate third-party delivery availability in creative
messaging to drive awareness as delivery becomes more accessible.

Source: 120|20 Research, Restaurant Moments on Pinterest, January 2019 (averaged across Grubhub, Uber Eats and Door Dash)

• Traffic: Utilize a CPC-focused tactic to drive Pinner engagement alongside
“easy delivery” messaging. Restaurant customers on Pinterest are searching
for “easy,” “fast” and “convenient” meals.
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• Sales: Take an always-on approach with interests and keywords to ensure
your brand is there when it matters most.

Audience Targeting
• Gain efficiencies with Pinterest first-party interests and keyword targeting.
• Drive deeper consideration by retargeting high value prospect customers
through the Pinterest Tag.
• Reach audiences who have used third-party service aggregators previously
through behavioral targeting.

Tracking and Measurement
Please reach out to your Pinterest sales partner to discuss the best measurement
solution for your campaign.

Pinners are 47% more likely to use
the top 3 third-party meal delivery
services than non-Pinners1

Online Ordering: Takeout
Drive ecommerce engagement
Help increase digital orders through online or in-app purchases.

Strategy
• Awareness: Communicate ease of digital ordering in your creative to
generate awareness and engagement.
• Traffic: Optimize the campaign towards online conversion events to drive
qualified visits. For in-app orders, use mobile deep linking to send Pinners
directly to the order page.
• Sales: Be there at the moment of discovery to drive menu exploration
and orders.

Audience Targeting
• Gain efficiencies with Pinterest first-party interests and keyword targeting.

Source: 1 20|20 Research, Restaurant Moments on Pinterest, January 2019; 64%

• Drive deeper consideration by retargeting high value prospect customers
through the Pinterest Tag.
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• Re-engage existing customers and generate more frequent sales by
targeting CRM lists. Create look-alike and act-alike models to expand
audience reach.

Tracking and Measurement
Please reach out to your Pinterest sales partner to discuss the best measurement
solution for your campaign.

6 in 10
Pinners who are
restaurant customers
look for carryout ideas
when meal planning for
everyday moments1

Online Ordering: Loyalty
Nurture relationships with customers to help drive
more frequent sales
Increase the frequency of digital orders through rewards based programs.

Strategy
• Awareness: Build comprehension of loyalty and rewards programs among
Pinterest users. Include messaging in creative that reinforces the value and
benefits of membership.
• Traffic: Use mobile deep linking to send existing loyalty members directly into
the app to place orders, while leveraging conversion optimization tactics to
drive online sign ups.
• Sales: Leverage loyalty CRM lists to learn how your best customers are using
Pinterest. Use the insights to create a personal advertising experience while
delivering the most relevant sales offers to Pinners.

Audience Targeting
Utilize CRM lists to segment audiences on Pinterest into active, prospect and
lapsed loyalty customers to deliver loyalty based sales offers.

Tracking and Measurement
Please reach out to your Pinterest sales partner to discuss the best measurement
solution for your campaign.
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Group Occasions: Catering
Align catering solutions with Moments throughout
the year

56%

Help generate catering sales for every group and family gathering occasion.

Strategy
• Awareness: Let customers know about your catering solution as they
plan for Moments on Pinterest.
• Traffic: Optimize the campaign towards online catering conversion
events to drive qualified visits.
• Sales: Identify the occasions that are most important to your
customers to create an annual catering plan that drives sales during
big and small Moments throughout the year.

Audience Targeting
Gain efficiencies with Pinterest first-party interests and Moments keyword targeting.

Source: 1 20|20 research, US, Restaurant moments on Pinterest, January 2019

Tracking and Measurement
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Please reach out to your Pinterest sales partner to discuss the best measurement
solution for your campaign.

3 in 4 restaurant
customers on Pinterest say
food is the most important
part of of holiday gatherings
and group occasions1

of restaurant customers on Pinterest look
for catering ideas for group occasions.1

Source: Pinterest internal data, US, June 2019 - June 2020

Align catering campaigns to planning timelines
for seasonal Moments
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Drive-Thru
Promote the drive-thru experience at your
restaurant locations
Drive store visitation to help generate off-premises sales.

88%

Strategy
• Awareness: Communicate the convenience of your drive-thru experience to make
their meal choice as easy as possible.
• Traffic: Maximize reach and frequency of your campaign amongst Pinners who are
searching for ideas on what to eat and drink.
• Sales: Consider taking an always-on approach with keywords to reach customers
at their point of hunger.

Audience Targeting

Source: 1220|20 Research, US, Restaurant moments on Pinterest, January 2019

• Gain efficiencies with Pinterest first-party interests and keyword targeting.
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• Drive deeper consideration by retargeting high value prospect customers through
the Pinterest Tag.
• Re-engage existing customers, and generate more frequent sales by targeting CRM
lists. Create look-alike and act-alike models to expand audience reach.

Tracking and Measurement
Utilize one of Pinterest’s approved foot traffic partners, Placed Powered by
Foursquare or Ninth Decimal, to measure traffic to physical store locations.

of restaurant customers on Pinterest
use the platform for everyday meal
planning ideas1

Recommended
Calls to Action
Delivery & Pickup

3rd party Delivery

Delivery available

Delivery available

On location pickup available

On location pickup available

Pickup or
delivery available

Pickup or
delivery available

Delivered to your door

Delivered to your door

Drive-Thru

In-App Purchases

Drive Thru Open

Delivery available

Find nearest locatoin

On location pickup available

Group Occasions

Pickup or
delivery available
Delivered to your door

Learn more
Order now
Get the party started

Loyalty Customers /
Encourage Sign-Ups
Sign up now
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Awareness
Drive awareness of new menu
options, LTO’s, delivery/
takeout/drive-thru/catering
availability, and loyalty perks

Full
Funnel
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Tactics:
• Home Feed placements w/
Interest targeting
• Heavy up during launch of new products
• Include “available now” in creative
• Generate leads retargeting pool for
lower-funnel tactics

Traffic

Tactics:
• Pinterest Keyword Search

Drive Pinners directly to online
ordering or menu pages, store
locations, app download
pages, or in-app destinations
to encourage action

• Creative messaging and heavy
up flighting to align with key
group occasions & seasonal
holiday moments

Conversion
Drive online orders through
your website or directly to
the app by using mobile
deep links for seamless
one tap conversions

Measurement Solutions:
• Measure awareness metrics with two
question Pinterest brand lift study

• Generate value-driven site/app
visitors retargeting pool for
lower-funnel tactics

Tactics:
• oCPM (Interests) targeting w/ CPA goal
• CPC (Keyword Search) targeting
• Create high-value retargeting pool of
shopping cart abandoners
• Generate act-alikes off converters

Measurement Solutions:
• Use Pinterest tag to track
outbound clicks to third-party
delivery services
• Measure traffic to physical store
locations via one of Pinterest’s
approved foot traffic partners

Measurement Solutions:
• Pinterest conversions: Send or upload
web, in-app or offline conversion data to
Pinterest Ads Manager for a full campaign
view (integration with MMP’s available)
• Pinterest conversion lift: Measure the lift
in downstream actions
• Multi-touch attribution: Measure
with Neustar or Visual IQ

Best creative practices
19

Creative ad formats
Static

Standard Video

Max Width Video

Carousel

Pin

COFFEE BRAND

Restaurant
brand

Same day dinner delivery
Promoted by

Restaurant brand

Discover our catering menu

Order ahead for game nights

Promoted by

Promoted by

Restaurant brand

Restaurant brand

Try items off our new special menu
Promoted by

Coffee brand

File type: PNG or JPEG

File type :.mp4 or .mov or .m4v

Aspect ratio: 1:1 or 2:3

Max file size: 2GB or less
Video length :Recommended 6-10 seconds
Minimum 4 seconds, maximum 15 minutes
Aspect Ratio: Vertical - 2:3 (1000x1500px)
Frame rate: Recommended 23.975 to 30

Max File size : 32MB per image
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File type :.mp4 or .mov or .m4v
Max file size: 2GB or less

2-5 images per Carousel
File type: PNG or JPEG

Video length :Recommended 6-10 seconds
Minimum 4 seconds, maximum 15 minutes

Aspect ratio: 1:1 or 2:3 Max

Square - 1:1 (1000x1000px)
Max width - 16:9 or 1:1 ratio
Note that max. width videos can’t exceed the
height of a 1:1 aspect ratio.

File size : 32MB per image

Creative Considerations
A. Contextually relevant visuals that speak to intersection of your offering and the
Pinner’s core interests

Your creative opportunities

B. Clear branding to maximize recognition as the leader in this category
C. Clear call to action as to how the Pinner can engage with you further

Own your
category
Claim brand ownership of your
audience’s core and adjacent interests
with contextually relevant creative.

Let your
creative live on

Tap into
trends
Use your creative to tap into consumer
moments and trends; this is a chance
to be an active participant in the
cultural zeitgeist.

Fully embrace the organic opportunity by creating
content at the intersection of your offering and
endemic Pinner activity, to drive the deepest
engagement of, and relationship with,
your consumer.

C
B

restaurant brand

A

A
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C

A

41

B
R E STAU R A N T B R A N D
Try our new Chicken Sandwich!

Restaurant brand

Get pizza delivered to your door

Restaurant brand

Inspire the millions of restaurant customers
on Pinterest who look for off-premises dining solutions.
Start planning your next campaign today!
For more information or to get started, reach out to your
Pinterest sales partner or send an email to
PinterestforRestaurants@pinterest.com

